BENEFITS OF SETP CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP

- Utilize and Promote Best Practices to enhance safety and productivity in Flight Testing
- Access to lessons learned and subject matter experts at professional symposia
- Recognition within the profession
- Corporate branding and exposure worldwide – your company’s website will be linked to the SETP website
- Job openings that your company may have can be posted to our website and distributed to the SETP Membership at no charge
- Sponsorship opportunities at all of our events for advertisement purposes
- As a Corporate Member, you will receive 3 publications each year produced by SETP – 2 Cockpit Magazines (Electronic Version) and 1 Annual Symposium Proceedings (Electronic Version)
- Access to the SETP library and online Membership database
- Companies that pay higher annual dues will receive complimentary registrations to the Annual Symposium & Banquet
- The CEO or President of each Corporate Member will receive an exclusive invitation to attend the President’s Dinner during the Annual Symposium & Banquet to network with other Corporate Executives

Eleven highly professional symposia each year offer unparalleled opportunity to showcase your company’s products.

- Southeast Section Symposium
- West Coast Symposium
- East Coast Symposium
- Northwest Section Symposium
- Flight Test Safety Workshop
- Great Lakes Section Symposium
- Central Section Symposium
- European Symposium
- Annual Symposium & Banquet
- Southwest Section Symposium
- European Flight Test Safety Workshop

Your investment in the Society reaps many rewards for your test teams, leading to productive, efficient and safe flight testing!